Emergence of novel enzyme quasi-species depends on the substrate matrix.
Current research on enzyme evolution has shown that many enzymes are promiscuous and have activities with alternative substrates. Mutagenesis tends to relax substrate selectivity, and evolving enzymes can be regarded (summed over evolutionary time) as clusters of enzyme variants, or "quasi-species," tested against a "substrate matrix" defined by all chemical substances to which the evolvants are exposed. In this investigation, the importance of the substrate matrix for identification of evolvable clusters of enzymes was evaluated by random sampling of variants from a library of glutathione transferase (GST) mutants. The variant GSTs were created by DNA shuffling of homologous Alpha class sequences. The substrate matrix was an array of alternative substrates used under defined experimental conditions. The measured enzyme activities produced a rectangular matrix, in which the rows can be projected as enzyme vectors in substrate-activity space and, reciprocally, the columns can be projected as alternative substrate vectors in enzyme-activity space. Multivariate analysis of the catalytic activities demonstrated that the enzyme vectors formed two primary clusters or functional "molecular quasi-species." These quasi-species serve as the raw material from which more specialized enzymes eventually could evolve. The substrate vectors similarly formed two major groups. Identification of separate quasi-species of GSTs in a mutant library was critically dependent on the nature of the substrate matrix. When substrates from just one of the two groups were used, only one cluster of enzymes could be recognized. On the other hand, expansion of the substrate matrix to include additional substrates showed the presence of a third quasi-species among the GST variants already analyzed. Thus, the portrayal of the functional quasi-species is intimately linked to the effective substrate matrix. In natural evolution, the substrates actually encountered therefore play a pivotal role in determining whether latent catalytic abilities become manifest in novel enzymes.